
How to Play
The 5 Card Hand Bonus paytable featuring the G3™ Progressive will give 
your casino the ability to grow your jackpots higher and faster! 
The 5 Card Hand Bonus Progressive gives you the ability to link an 
unlimited amount of your poker derivative games. The more tables 
you link, the faster the jackpot grows!

The Five Card Hand Bonus is a side wager added to your favorite 
poker derivatives. Players now have the option to participate in an 
exciting Five Card hand side wager based on the outcome of their 
own hand, or even the Dealer's hand. The basics of the game do not 
change as the underlying games are played following their usual 
respective rules.

Link all your favorite games such as Three Card Poker, Let it Ride, Ultimate Texas Hold’em, 
Texas Hold'em Bonus, Four Card poker, Mississippi Stud, Crazy 4 Poker, Three Card Blackjack, 
Caribbean Stud and many more!

Now you can link ALL your poker derivatives
together to a single mega jackpot!

SIZE DOES 
MATTER! 



PAYOUT CHART
   RETURN
HAND PAY TABLE HAND ODDS PERCENTAGES

Royal Flush 100% of jackpot 1 in 649,970  5.6472%
Straight Flush 10% of jackpot 1 in 72,193  5.0825%
4 of a kind 500 for 1 1 in 4,165  12.0048%
Full House 100 for 1 1 in 694  14.4058%
Flush 50 for 1 1 in 509  9.8270%
Magic Card 20 for 1 1 in 291  6.8681%
Lucky Player* 5 for 1 1 in 24*  21.0526%
Lucky Dealer 5 for 1 1 in 24  21.2766%

Minimum Seed Amount $10,000
House Advantage 25.00%
Hit Frequency (Player) 1 in 20.45 hands 
Hit Frequency (Dealer) 1 in 20.27 hands
Probability of Top Payout 649,740 to 1
Top Payout Average $52,417

MAGIC CARD™ MYSTERY PRIZE
A Magic Card will randomly appear on the table 
display. If the Magic Card is in your hand and 
you have placed a Player’s hand side wager, 
you WIN! If the Magic Card is in the Dealer’s 
hand and you’ve placed a Dealer’s hand side 
wager, you WIN! Notification of a winning Magic 
Card prize is the player's responsibility.

LUCKY PLAYER™ MYSTERY PRIZE
If the Lucky Player prize appears on the table 
display and you are seated at the randomly 
selected player position and you have placed 
a Player’s hand side wager, you WIN!

LUCKY DEALER™ MYSTERY PRIZE
If the Lucky Dealer prize appears on the table display 
and you have placed a Dealer’s hand side wager, 
you WIN!

* Lucky Player’s hit frequency and return percentage 
are calculated with a 2.5 players per round average.

DEQ Systems Corp. is a global provider of gaming technology in over 30 countries. 
Protected by more than 20 patents in 50 countries, DEQ specializes in progressive and 
random bonusing systems for table games. DEQ's innovation and ingenuity has been to 
replace the single dollar coin slot and sensor with its internationally award winning G3™ 
technology. The G3 incorporates multiple credit betting, dealer hand betting and mystery 
bonusing.  DEQ also commercializes technology and patents including the award winning 
baccarat revolution, EZ Baccarat™ and related auxiliary products such as EZ Trak™. 
DEQ is and will continue to lead innovation in the table game bonusing segment 
of the global gaming market.
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Mystery Prize Bonusing
High hit frequency prizes are the key to keeping players at the table. By awarding them with small prizes at an accelerated 
rate (this improved pay table will award one prize every twenty hands or so) their perception of winning will stay high 
thus encouraging longer play. The G3 offers three such prizes called Magic Card, Lucky Player and Lucky Dealer. 
These are all randomly drawn prizes sure to be crowd pleasers:

DEQ's innovation and ingenuity has been to replace the single dollar coin slots and coin sensors 
with its internationally award winning G3™. The G3 has been hailed as a more reliable and profitable 
technology that has no betting cap. The G3 technology incorporates multiple credit betting, dealer 
hand betting and mystery bonusing. These important accretive revenue driving features will 
generate more revenue for your casino than the $1 chip legacy technology ever could.


